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A discrete analog of a construction of the HilleYosida space is used to obtain
results on the asymptotic behaviour of individual orbits of generally unbounded
operators. Results on power-bounded linear operators on a Banach space are
applied to the restriction of the operator on the HilleYosida space. The same
method is used to obtain an individual variant of the KatznelsonTzafriri Theorem.
Continuous analogs for some of these results will be presented elsewhere.  1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let T be a power-bounded linear operator on a Banach space X and 1
denote the unit circle. It is proved in [20] that if: (i) _(T ) & 1 is countable,
and (ii) ker(T&*)+ran(T&*) is dense in X, \* # 1, then the discrete
semigroup [T n : n # Z+] is almost-periodic, i.e. the orbit O(x)=
[T nx : n # Z+] is relatively compact for every x # X (see also [3, 19]). This
result and the well-known de LeeuwGlicksberg Decomposition Theorem
(see e.g., [7, 10, 15, 16]) imply that if _(T ) & 1 is countable and
P_(T*) & 1 is empty, then &T nx&  0 as n  , \x # X. The latter result
has been obtained independently by Arendt and Batty [1]. Other related
results on global asymptotic behaviour of T n have appeared in [9, 13,
18, 21] (see the survey articles [2, 22] and references therein, cf. also
[4, Chapter 3]).
On the other hand, if we drop the condition of uniform boundedness of
the powers [T n : n # Z+], then sometimes we still can make a conclusion
about the asymptotic behaviour of an individual orbit [T nx : n # Z+] for
some x in X. Results of this type have appeared in [1, 3]. In this paper, we
obtain further results on the asymptotic behaviour of individual orbits of
generally unbounded operators, generalizing the results of [1, 3, 13], and
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[1921]. Our method is to use a discrete analog of a construction of
the HilleYosida space, on which the given operator is a contraction, and
apply the corresponding results quoted above to the restriction of the
operator T on the HilleYosida space. Though this construction is very
simple and natural, the idea originated from the construction of the well-
known HilleYosida space in the theory of C0-semigroups, and, to the
authors’ knowledge, did not appear previously in the literature. Continuous
analogues of some of the results in this article, i.e. results on the individual
asymptotic behaviour of mild solutions of the differential equation
x$(t)=Ax(t) when A is an arbitrary closed operator on a Banach space,
are being published separately in [6].
Throughout the paper, we shall denote by D(T) the domain of the
operator T, by _(T ) and P_(T ) the spectrum and the point spectrum of T,
respectively. Moreover, we shall denote by C the set of all complex num-
bers, by Z the set of all integers, by Z+ the set of all non-negative integers,
and by N the set of all natural numbers.
2. ALMOST-PERIODIC DISCRETE SEMIGROUPS
We recall here, for the convenience of the reader, some basic theorems
on almost periodic discrete semigroups operators [T n : n # Z+]. For details
the reader is referred to [7, 10, 15, 16].
A discrete semigroup T+ #[T n : n # Z+] of powers of a single operator
T is called almost-periodic, if for every x # X, the orbit OT+(x)#
[T nx : n # Z+] is relatively compact.
The following proposition, usually known as the de LeeuwGlicksberg
Decomposition, gives a description of the structure of almost-periodic
discrete semigroups (see [7, 10, 15, 16]).1
Proposition 2.1. Assume that a discrete semigroup T+ #[T n : n # Z+]
on X is almost-periodic, then X has the following decomposition into a direct
topological sum:
X=Xb+4 Xs , (1)
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1 Actually, de Leeuw and Glicksberg considered weakly almost-periodic semigroups, i.e.
semigroups such that every orbit OT+(x) is weakly relatively compact. For such semigroups,
the decomposition (1) holds where Xb is the same, while Xs consists of x such that the weak
closure of OT+(x) contains 0. Lyubich and Lyubich [17] (see also [16]) emphasized the
strong almost-periodicity case and pointed out Proposition 2.1 as a variant of the de Leeuw
Glicksberg Decomposition Theorem (also called by them the Theorem on the Splitting
of Boundary Spectrum). Earlier a particular case (when T does not have unimodular eigen-
values different from 1) has been pointed out by Jamison [11]. The work of de Leeuw and
Glicksberg was preceded by important investigations of W. Maak and K. Jacobs (see [10, 15, 16].)
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where Xs=[x # X : limn   &T nx&=0], and Xb=span[x # X : _* # 1 :
Tx=*x]. Moreover, T | Xb is invertible and [(T | Xb)n : n # Z] is a bounded
almost-periodic group. The projection P : X  Xb such that ker P=Xs is in
the closure of [T n : n # Z+] in the strong operator topology. If, in addition,
T is a contraction, then T | Xb is an invertible isometry and &P&=1 (if P{0).
The subspaces Xb and Xs are called boundary and stable subspaces of T,
respectively, and the projection P is called the boundary projection [16, 17].
There are two extreme cases in the above decomposition. The first case
is the case of the so-called strongly stable operators, i.e. when
limn   &T nx&=0, \x # X. In this case the decomposition (1) is valid with
X=Xs (Xb=[0]).
The second case is when T is invertible and the group T#[T n : n # Z]
is an almost-periodic group, i.e. OT (x)#[T nx : n # Z] is relatively compact,
\x # X. In this case the decomposition (1) is valid with X=Xb (Xs=[0]).
Let l (Z, X ) be the Banach space which consists of two-sided sequences
x=[xn]n=& , xn # X, \n, with the sup-norm. For each k # Z, let
xk=[ yn]n= , where yn=xn+k . A two-sided sequence x is called
almost-periodic, if the family [xk : k # Z] is relatively compact in l (Z, X ).
For equivalent definitions of almost-periodic sequences using the notion of
=-almost periods the reader is referred to [8, 10]. If T is an invertible
operator such that [T n : n # Z] is an almost periodic group as defined
above, then, as can be shown by a standard argument, every (complete)
orbit [T nx : n # Z] is an almost-periodic two-sided sequence. Conversely, if
x is a two-sided almost-periodic sequence and M(x) is the subspace of
l (Z, X ) spanned by xk , then the restrictions of the shift operators
Sk y=yk , y # M(x), k # Z, form an almost-periodic group.
Analogously, let l (Z+ , X ) be the Banach space which consists of one-
sided sequences x=[xn]n=0 , xn # X, \n # Z+, with the sup-norm. A
one-sided sequence x is called asymptotically almost periodic, if the family
[xk]k=0 is relatively compact in l
(Z+, X ), where xk=[xn+k]n=0. It is
easy to show that if x is an asymptotically almost-periodic one-sided
sequence, and if M(x) denotes the subspace of l (Z+ , X ) spanned by xk ,
k0, then the semigroup of operators which are the restrictions of the
shift operators Sky=yk , y # M(x), k0, is an almost-periodic semigroup
as defined above. Applying the de LeeuwGlicksberg Decomposition
Theorem to this case we see that x has the decomposition x=y+z, where
y=[ yn]n=0 can be extended to a two-sided almost periodic sequence and
limn   &zn&=0 (see [8]).
Also, it is easy to show that if T is invertible and T#[T n : n # Z] is an
almost-periodic group, then, for every x # X, the complete orbit OT (x)#
[T nx : n # Z] is a two-sided almost-periodic sequence. Analogously, if
T+ #[T n : n # Z+] is an almost-periodic semigroup, then, for every x # X,
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the semi-orbit OT+(x)#[T
nx : n # Z+] is a one-sided asymptotically
almost-periodic sequence.
An (power-bounded) operator T is called ergodic if limn  
(1n) n&1k=0 T
k exists in the strong operator topology. The limit is then a
projection operator on the subspace X1=[x : Tx=x]. It is well-known
that T is ergodic if and only if ker(T&I )+ran(T&I ) is dense in X (see
e.g. [15, 16]). In particular, every power-bounded operator on a reflexive
Banach space is ergodic. Moreover, if T+ #[T n : n # Z+] is a weakly
almost-periodic semigroup, then *&1T is ergodic for each * # 1; therefore,
the following limit (in the strong operator topology) exists, for each * # 1,
P*= lim
n  
1
n
:
n&1
k=0
*&kT k
and is a projection operator from X onto X* #[x # X : Tx=*x].
Remark 2.2. It follows easily from Proposition 2.1 that
(i) T is strongly stable if and only if T+ #[T n : n # Z+] is an almost
periodic semigroup such that P*=0 for all * # _(T ) & 1.
(ii) T n converges in the strong operator topology if and only if
T+ #[T n : n # Z+] is an almost-periodic semigroup such that P*=0 for
all *{1 (cf. [11]).
The following proposition, obtained by Lyubich and Vu~ Quo^c-Pho ng
[20], gives a spectral condition for almost-periodicity of a semigroup
T+ #[T n : n # Z+].
Proposition 2.3. Let T be a power-bounded operator on a Banach space
such that: (i) _(T) & 1 is countable, and (ii) *&1T is ergodic for every
* # _(T) & 1. Then T+ #[T n : n # Z+] is an almost-periodic semigroup.
In the next section, we will prove an individual variant of Proposi-
tion 2.3 by means of reducing it to Proposition 2.3 with a construction of
the discrete HilleYosida space. The same method enables us to obtain
an individual variant of the KatznelsonTzafriri Theorem [13] (see
also [21]). Recall that a function f in the algebra W(1)#[h(z)=
n=& an z
n : &h&W #n=& |an |<] is called a function of spectral
synthesis w.r.t. a closed subset 2 of 1, if there is a sequence gn # W(1 ) such
that &gn& f &W  0 as n   and gn vanishes on a neighborhood Un of 2,
for each n.
Proposition 2.4. If T is a power-bounded operator and if f (z)=
n=0 an z
n # W(1) is a function of spectral synthesis with respect to
_(T ) & 1, then &T nf (T )&  0 as n  0. In particular, if _(T) & 1/[1], then
limn   &T n&T n+1&=0.
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3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF INDIVIDUAL ORBITS.
In this section, we use Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 and the discrete
HilleYosida space to obtain results for the asymptotic behaviour of an
individual semi-orbit [T nx : n # Z+]. First of all, we note that the following
result holds.
Proposition 3.1. (i) Let T be a power-bounded operator on a Banach
space X, such that _(T ) & 1 is countable. Assume that x is a vector in X such
that
lim
n  
1
n
:
n&1
k=0
*&kT kx#x* (2)
exists for all * # _(T ) & 1. Then OT+(x)#[T
nx : n # Z+] is an asymptoti-
cally a.p. sequence.
(ii) If, in addition, x*=0 for all * # (_(T ) & 1)"[1], then T nx con-
verges strongly.
(iii) If, in addition, x*=0 for all * # _(T ) & 1, then &T nx&  0 as
n  .
(iv) If _(T ) & 1/[1] and
lim
n  
1
n
:
n&1
k=0
T kx
exists, then T nx converges strongly as n   (to the same limit).
Proof. (i) Let M=span[T nx : n # Z+]. Hence M is a closed subspace
invariant under T. It follows from power boundedness of T that for every
y in M the means
1
n
:
n&1
k=0
*&kT ky
converges for all * # _(T) & 1. Let S=T | M. Then _(S) & 1/_(T ) & 1, so
_(S) & 1 is countable and, for every * # _(S) & 1, the operator *&1S is
ergodic. By Proposition 2.3, the semigroup S+ #[Sn : n # Z+] is almost-
periodic; in particular, the sequence [S nx : n # Z+]=[T nx : n # Z+] is
asymptotically almost-periodic.
(ii) and (iii) follow from (i) and Remark 2.2.
(iv) follows from (i)(ii) and the simple fact that if S is power-
bounded and * # 1"_(S), then limn   1n n&1k=0 *
&kS k=0. K
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Now assume that T is a closed (in general, unbounded) operator on X.
Denote by Z0 the set of all x # X such that x # n=0 D(T
n) and
supn # Z + &T
nx&<. Clearly, Z0 is a linear (in general, non-closed)
manifold invariant under T. Let & }&Z0 be a norm in Z0 defined by
&x&Z0 # sup
n # Z+
&T nx&.
Proposition 3.2. The following statements hold:
(i) Z0 is a Banach space;
(ii) there is a continuous embedding of Z0 into X;
(iii) the restriction T | Z0 is a contraction;
(iv) Z0 is the maximal subspace with properties (i)(iii), i.e., if W
is another Banach space satisfying (i)(iii), then there is a continuous
embedding from W into Z0 ;
(v) if B is a bounded linear operator on X such that BT/TB, then
B | Z0 is bounded and &(B | Z0)&Z0&B&; and
(vi) _(T | Z0)/_(T ).
Proof. (i) Assume that [xk] is a Cauchy sequence in Z0 , i.e.
&xk&xl&Z0  0 as k, l  . Obviously, [xk] is also a Cauchy sequence
in X, so that there is x in X such that &xk&x&  0 as k  . Moreover,
for every n # Z+ , [T nxk]k=1 is a Cauchy sequence in X, so that T
nxk  yn
as k  , for some yn # X. Since T is closed, x # D(T ) and Tx= y1 . By
induction, we have x # D(T n) and T nx= yn , for all n=1, 2, ... . Thus,
x # n=0 D(T
n). Since the sequence xn #[T kxn]k=0 , n=1, 2, ..., is a
Cauchy sequence in l (N, X )the space of bounded X-valued sequences
with the sup-normand since l (N, X ) is complete, it follows that there
is a sequence z=(zk)k=1 in l
(N, X ) such that supk0 &T kxn&zk&  0
as n  . It follows that zk= yk=T kx and supk0 &T k(xn&x)&  0 as
n  , i.e. x # Z0 . Hence, Z0 is complete.
Properties (ii) and (iii) are obvious from the construction.
(iv) Let W/X be a Banach space with a norm & }&W such that
&x&C &x&W , \x # W such that (i)(iii) hold. Then &T nx&C &T nx&W
C &x&W , hence x # Z0 and &x&Z0C &x&W , so W is continuously embedded
into Z0 .
(v) Let B be a bounded linear operator on X such that BT/TB (i.e.
BD(T)/D(T ) and BTx=TBx, \x # D(T)). If x # Z0 , then BT nx=T nBx,
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\n # Z+ and supn # Z + &T
nBx&=supn # Z + &BT
nx&&B& supn # Z + &T
nx&,
i.e. Bx # Z0 and &Bx&Z0&B& &x&Z0 , hence (v) holds.
(vi) If * # \(T ), then, applying (v) with B=(*&T )&1, we see
* # \(T | Z0). K
Remark 3.3. Proposition 3.2 is a discrete analog of the construction of
the HilleYosida space introduced in [12, 14] (see also [5, Chap. V]).
From Proposition 3.2 we immediately obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3.4. If T is a closed operator on X such that _(T ) & 1 is
empty, x # n=0 D(T
n) such that supn # Z + &T
nx&<, then &T nx& con-
verges to zero exponentially; i.e. &T nx&Mrn for some M>0, 0<r<1.
Proof. It is well-known that if A is a bounded linear operator such that
_(A)/[z # C : |z|<1], then &An&Mrn for some M>0 and 0<r<1.
Consider the operator A=T | Z0 . By Proposition 3.2, A is a contraction
such that _(A)/[z # C : |z|<1]. Therefore, &Anx&Z0=&(T | Z0)
nx&Z0
Mrn, for some M>0, 0<r<1, hence &T nx&Mrn. K
If _(T ) & 1 is allowed to be non-empty but at most a countable set,
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 lead to the following result.
Theorem 3.5. Let T be an arbitrary closed operator on X such that
_(T ) & 1 is countable. If x # & [D(T n) : n # Z+] is such that the sequence
[T nx : n # Z+] is bounded, and if for every * # _(T ) & 1 the means
1
n
:
n&1+ j
k= j
*&kT kx
converge uniformly in j0, then [T nx : n # Z+] is an asymptotically
almost-periodic sequence. Moreover, if the above means converge to 0 for all
* # _(T) & 1, then &T nx&  0 as n  .
Proof. Consider the HilleYosida space Z0 of T. By Proposition 3.2,
T | Z0 is a contraction and _(T | Z0)/_(T ), hence _(T | Z0) & 1 is count-
able. Since, by the assumptions, the limit
lim
n  
1
n
:
n&1+ j
k= j
*&kT kx=zj ,
exists uniformly in j0, it follows that zj does not depend on j, zj=z, \j.
Indeed, for a given =>0, one can choose n such that
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"zj&1n :
n&1+ j
k= j
*&kT kx"<=3,
"1n :
n+ j
k= j+1
*&kT kx&zj+1"<=3,
1
n
sup
j0
&(T jx&T n+ jx)&<=3.
Then
&zj&zj+1 &"zj&1n :
n&1+ j
k= j
*&kT kx"+"1n :
n+ j
k= j+1
*&kT kx&zj+1"
+"1n (T jx&T n+ jx)"<=;
i.e. zj=const#z. It follows immediately that Tz=*z, so that z # Z0 and
sup
j0 "
1
n
:
n&1
k=0
*&kT j+kx&T jz" 0 as n  ,
which implies that the means
1
n
:
n&1
k=0
*&k(T | Z0)k x,
converge in the norm of Z0 . Therefore, by Propositions 3.1 and 3.2,
[(T | Z0)n x : n # Z+] is an asymptotically almost-periodic sequence in Z0 ,
which also implies that [T nx : n # Z+] is an asymptotically almost-periodic
sequence in X, since Z0 is continuously embedded in X. If, in addition, the
above means converge to 0 for all * # _(T ) & 1, then, again by Proposi-
tions 3.1 and 3.2, &T nx&Z0  0 as n  , so that &T
nx&  0 as n  . K
By the same method, using Proposition 3.1(iv), one can show that the
following theorem holds.
Theorem 3.6. Let T be a closed operator, such that _(T ) & 1/[1],
x # 0 D(T
n) and [T nx : n # Z+] is bounded. If
lim
n  
1
n
:
n&1+ j
k= j
T kx (3)
exists uniformly in j0, then T nx converges strongly.
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The following theorem is an individual variant of the Katznelson
Tzafriri Theorem.
Theorem 3.7. Let T be a closed operator in X. If x # & [D(T n) : n # Z+]
is such that the sequence [T nx : n # Z+] is bounded, and if f (*)=
0 an*
n # W(1 ) is a function of spectral synthesis with respect to _(T ) & 1,
then &T n(k=0 akT
kx)&  0 as n  .
Proof. Let Z0 be the HilleYosida space of T. By Theorem 2.4 and
Proposition 3.2, &(T | Z0)n k=0 ak(T | Z0)
k x&Z0  0, which implies the
conclusion. K
Corollary 3.8. Let T be an arbitrary operator in X such that
_(T ) & 1[1]. If x # & [D(T n) : n # Z+] and the sequence [T nx : n # Z+]
is bounded, then &T n+1x&T nx&  0 as n  .
Corollary 3.8 answers a question in [22, p. 378].
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